This letter proposes a constrained beam selection scheme for wireless local area network (WLAN) systems and elucidates its effectiveness by a ray-trace simulation in an indoor environment. In the proposed selection scheme, a control engine connected to multiple access points (APs) first winnows down the beam pattern candidate of each AP based on the received signal strength indicators (RSSIs) between AP-stations (STAs) and between AP-AP as inter-cell interference power. Then, each AP communicates with own desired STAs using the beam pattern selected so that the RSSI at each desired-STA is maximized under each constrained candidate. Computer simulation results clearly show that the proposed selection scheme can offer higher the signal to interference and noise ratio (SINR) than the conventional approach in the targeted area.
Introduction
Recently, IEEE 802.11 wireless local area network (WLAN) systems are being densely deployed for broadband and wide area expansion of wireless access [1] . Such dense WLAN environments in enterprises and public spaces (airports, shopping centers, and so on) typically involve a large number of access points (APs) spaced at only a few meters [2] . The dense AP deployment offers not only expansions of the communication area but also improvements in the received signal strength indicators (RSSI) at each station (STA). However, excessively dense AP deployment degrades the signal to interference and noise ratio (SINR) because of the small number of non-interfering channels available for IEEE 802.11 in the unlicensed bands [3] .
Due to the SINR improvement possible in dense AP deployment, dynamic beamforming technologies have been investigated [4, 5] . These technologies cooperatively mitigate the inter-cell interference (ICI) power without significantly degrading the RSSI at desired STAs unless the spatial correlation of propagation channels between AP and desired/non-desired STAs is high. It is relatively easy to apply these technologies to cellular systems based on centralized control. This is because the dynamic control of beamforming parameters and acquisition of detailed ICI information between communication cells are easy to implement. On the other hand, it is difficult to directly apply them to WLAN systems using carrier sense multiple access with collision avoidance (CSMA/CA) because of the limited bandwidth and the latency of the backhaul network.
In this letter, we propose a constrained beam selection scheme for decentralized WLAN systems to improve SINR in a targeted area. In the proposed selection, a control engine connected to multiple APs winnows down the candidates of AP beam patterns based on RSSI information acquired in the current manner; RSSIs between AP-desired STAs, and RSSIs between AP-AP are taken as representative of ICI. After the candidates are passed to the APs, each AP communicates with desired STAs using its beam pattern selected from the constrained candidates so as to maximize RSSI. Moreover, we conduct our ray-trace simulation in an indoor environment to evaluate the SINR performance with the proposed selection scheme and clarify its effectiveness. The simulation results indicate that the proposed selection scheme performs higher SINR performance than the conventional approach in the assumed target area.
Constrained beam selection scheme
In this section, we explain the algorithm for the constrained beam selection scheme we proposed. Fig. 1 (a) shows the system model where the control engine connects to densely deployed APs using the same frequency channel (Ch#c). Control engine acquires the wireless information such as RSSI from the APs and notifies the candidate beam patterns to each AP. Each AP has a beam selection unit that can switch the beam pattern on a per transmission packet basis in addition to the general AP functions. This unit is composed of multiple antennas and phase shifters connected to each antenna and is implemented using analog adaptive array technologies [6] . Fig. 1 (b) shows the system flow of the proposed selection scheme. In the first step, the control engine simultaneously transmits trigger signals to APs in order to start this flow. In the second step, each AP, after receiving the trigger signal notifies the previously acquired RSSIs, which include RSSIs per beam pattern between APdesired STAs and RSSIs between AP-other APs, to the control engine. Note that RSSIs per beam pattern between AP-AP are acquired in the environment where either AP uses the fixed omnidirectional antenna pattern because this information is assumed to be representative of ICI toward non-desired STAs. Moreover, using RSSIs between AP-AP as ICI makes it unnecessary to acquire the detailed interference information such as RSSIs between AP-non desired STAs. This greatly reduces, the scan time and amount of notification information. In the third step, the control engine calculates each beam pattern candidate using Eq. (1)∼(3) and notifies the calculated candidates to the APs.
This letter assumes a scenario with two APs (AP-(1) and AP-(2)) to explain the method of calculating beam patterns candidates at AP- (1) . First of all, multiple candidates of AP-(1), B ð1Þ ðpÞ, are defined as, where b ð1Þ a denotes the a th beam pattern at AP-(1) after sorting in descending order of ICI including RSSI [mW] between AP-(1) using each beam pattern and AP-(2) using the omnidirectional antenna pattern. From Eq. (1), it is possible to extract a beam pattern candidate with ICI of a certain power or less. Then, the beam pattern candidate for AP-(1), _ B ð1Þ , that maximizes the evaluation function, fðpÞ, is calculated as,
Evaluation function, fðpÞ, is defined by using the average of bit rates based on RSSIs between AP-desired STAs and reward value acquired by decreasing ICI expressed as, (3) is the reward value that is changed by the amount of ICI toward other communication cells. The above calculation method yields, beam pattern candidates for each AP. Moreover, in the environment with more than three APs, after above calculation method is performed for pairs of APs and the remaining beam patterns is set as candidate.
In the fourth step, each AP sets the beam pattern that maximizes the RSSI from the permitted beam pattern candidates to each desired STA. In the final step, each AP uses CSMA/CA to autonomously communicate with desired STAs using the selected beam pattern. We place AP-(1) and AP-(2) on the ceiling near the center of each cell. AP-(1) and AP-(2), set 3 m above the floor, have two (horizontal) by eight (vertical) antenna elements, patch antennas with 0.5 wavelength spacing. Each STA, set 1 m above the floor, has two dipole antennas with 0.5 wavelength spacing. To create a multicell environment, AP-(1) and STAs connected to AP-(1) are set at one end of this room, and AP- (2) and STAs connected to AP-(2) are set at the other end. STAs are set in a grid pattern as shown in Fig. 2 . Each AP selects one STA from all STAs and transmits to the selected STA simultaneously. Moreover, for targeting WLAN systems, the carrier frequency is 5.2 GHz and the number of subcarriers is 52. The transmit power at each AP is 13 dBm, and noise power is −90 dBm. Beam pattern was varied from 0 to 90 degrees in 5 degree steps on the horizontal direction.
Simulation conditions

Simulation results
In this section, we describe SINR performance by analyzing the channel responses calculated from our ray-trace simulation and clarify the effectiveness of the proposed selection scheme. First of all, Fig. 3(a) shows the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of SINR after subcarrier averaging on all STAs when the number of vertical antennas is eight. In this figure, there are four beam selection algorithms; beam selection with candidate including all beam patterns (block dotted line), fixed beam pattern that maximizes SINR when ICI is defined by RSSI between AP-AP (blue broken line), beam selection with the proposed candidate (red solid line), and the beam selection optimized per STA combinations as the upper bound (black chain line). From these results, the SINR performance of beam selection with all beam patterns is greatly degraded because there is a possibility that a beam pattern with high ICI is selected. On the other hand, the fixed beam pattern and the proposed selection design can offer 11.5 and 16.3 dB higher SINR performances than beam selection with all beam patterns, respectively. This is achieved because beam pattern selection increases the SINR while taking ICI into consideration. Moreover, the proposed selection scheme can increase the SINR by 4.8 dB from that of the fixed beam pattern because of the remaining selection diversity of beam selection per each STA.
Next, we show, in Fig. 3(b) , the SINR performance at 50% CDF value when the number of vertical antennas is changed from two to eight. With the two vertical antennas, SINR of the proposed selection scheme equals that of the fixed beam pattern because there is only one pattern candidate. On the other hand, for more vertical antennas, since there are more beam pattern candidates, the effectiveness of the proposed selection scheme is high. 
Conclusion
In this letter, we proposed a constrained beam selection scheme for WLAN systems based on CSMA/CA. The proposed selection scheme can increase SINR performance in the target area by identifying the best beam pattern candidates for each AP with consideration of the ICI per beam pattern. Our ray-trace simulations in an indoor environment showed, that the proposed selection scheme yields SINR improvements of 11.8 and 4.8 dB over the beam selection with all beam patterns and fixed beam pattern, respectively when the number of vertical antennas is eight. 
